1. disturb
2. attendance
3. principle
4. environment
5. received
6. library
7. drought
8. bargains
9. camouflaged
10. biodegradable
11. originated
12. deliberately
13. accompanied
14. omnivorous
15. extinction
16. transcontinental
17. label
18. guard
19. commercial
20. facilitate
21. noticeable
22. effectively
23. instantaneous
24. declare
25. aisle
26. perspiration
27. Although
28. The gardener introduced a new rule that prohibits students walking across the grass.
29. near the end of the annual meeting
30. The students studied William Golding’s Lord of the Flies in their English class.
31. supporters
32. It is useful to anticipate how he / she is likely to react.
33. strong Kenyan long-distance running
34. However
35. Dr Williams claims the project is the cleverest solution to the problem (soil erosion and salinity) that she has considered. (option 3)
36. Neither the team nor the fans were happy with the result.
37. its its (option 1)
38. question mark ( ? )
39. After parents (option 1)
40. melt, the (option 2)
41. world’s most appealing (option 4)
42. world,” Dr Matson said (option 1)
43. “That’s something (option 4)
44. Vin went to work, to a shop and to the soccer game. (option 3)
45. even though it will not be as interesting
46. controlled the game (option 3)
47. Joseph said, “Ken and I worked on it [the assignment] for several weeks, but after it was marked, Ken claimed that he did most of the work.” (option 1)
48. To get the latest updates for weather, surf conditions and UV readings, phone 123 456. (option 3)

49. The field was affected not only by the heavy overnight downpour but also by the recent football matches.

50. distantly, loudly, sweetly, harshly

51. from

52. although it was inconvenient

53. Newbook Gallery say they are ‘giving away’ bestsellers for only $20.

54. The traffic on the highway was congested.